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About This Game
A diorama is NOT a game, nor is it a demo. Simply put, a diorama is a painting you can visit with a simple goal of inspiring a
sense of wonder. They are an ideal retreat to 5d3b920ae0
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Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
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The Shoebox Diorama (Daniel Ernst)
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OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer
Processor: Intel Core I5 4590 or AMD FX 8350
Memory: 4 GB RAM

English

This is a great Tetris dream.. The previous timer based progression system is now gone, so I can take out my previous
complaints! :) This diorama (and the others in the series) do a nice job of giving you a scene to experience. The miniature
diorama menu itself is great, a really unique way of doing a level select in VR.. OK experience, I dunno if the price was worth
it. If you are a type of person who wants to interact with objects, etc. Then this game is not for you. Super boring game and a
waste of your time.. Blocked In diorama was made first for Rift DK1. This was probably the best demo in the early days of VR.
VR games has since advanced, but this little diorama is still as charming as ever. I can only recommend it.. Kind of like an
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interactive painting, but without much interacting except for moving around the space. It's nice to just boot up and sit and listen
to the radio or the game music as blocks slowly fall in and out of frame, casting shadows into the room. $1.99 isn't too bad for
all the love and care you can see went into this Diorama. Curious where #2 is though. May look into buying #3. Keep up the
good work! Loved the little box diorama that came before the actual Blocked In room.. Nice to demo VR to people.. Nice
experience, although I think the best scene is the first one, where you can walk around the room and look out the window.
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